7. Proposals for amendments:
a. Policy SS 11 – DAEDALUS: A commendable policy, paragraphs 2 and 3 should be robustly upheld.
It is suggested that explanatory paragraph 3.13.20 may be overly restrictive. The listed buildings to
the north and south should set the context for the area development between them. In contrast the
east and west accommodation blocks are not unique and can be found on many airbases that
expanded in the early years of the RAF. If they are not retained it would allow greater flexibility for a
potential developer. Such a change might help in the reuse of the area and in turn encourage the
retention and adaption of the more important listed buildings.
b. Policy DE 4 - AREAS OF SPECIAL CHARACTER. Add a new Policy Paragraph 4:
Lee Back Lanes/Service Ways are narrow passage ways that give rise to an uneasy mix between
walkers and/or/cyclists since there is rarely room for either to pass a motor vehicle. Development
proposals will not be permitted that have a frontage or sole access from these service roads.
Note: Planning Inspectorate Appeal Decision APP/J1725/W/17/3183776 refers.
c. Policy DE 4. AREAS OF SPECIAL CHARACTER - Explanatory Paragraph 5.18.3:
Following the mention of 4 and 5 storeys” insert “built prior to the adoption of the Marine Parade
Area of Special Character Supplementary Planning Document.” These were set in regular plots…
d. Suggested New Expansion Paragraph 5.18.15:
Lee Back Lanes/Service roads were laid out for the tradesman and rubbish collection of the Victorian
new town, just adequate for a horse and cart. Today these same back lanes are awkwardly narrow
for modern bin collection vehicles, commercial deliveries or cars passing to and from parking
garages. They have no pavements or pedestrian refuges. Yet are frequently used by pedestrian and
cyclists as they are not subject to fast traffic, traffic fumes and offer a desirable degree of shelter on
a windy day. Sight lines are extremely limited for emerging cars and walkers entering from gates or
side paths. This creates a regular and potentially dangerous mix of users. Neither is it acceptable for
vehicle to stop or wait on the lane, even for a property that has no other access. This causes an
obstruction and in the case of wide vehicle a complete blockage, even to a pedestrian. These same
lanes also afford a potential advantage in environmental terms providing access for specialist
vehicles required to install the more efficient ground source heat pumps, benefits the Victorian New
Town planner would not have envisaged.
Yours sincerely
LRA Planning Team

